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Abstract. Learning processes by exploiting restricted domain knowl-
edge is an important task across a plethora of scientific areas, with
more and more hybrid methods combining data-driven and model-based
approaches. However, while such hybrid methods have been tested in
various scientific applications, they have been mostly tested on dynam-
ical systems, with only limited study about the influence of each model
component on global performance and parameter identification. In this
work, we assess the performance of hybrid modeling against traditional
machine learning methods on standard regression problems. We com-
pare, on both synthetic and real regression problems, several approaches
for training such hybrid models. We focus on hybrid methods that addi-
tively combine a parametric physical term with a machine learning term
and investigate model-agnostic training procedures. We also introduce
a new hybrid approach based on partial dependence functions. Experi-
ments are carried out with different types of machine learning models,
including tree-based models and artificial neural networks. Our Python
implementations of the hybrid methods are available at https://github.
com/yannclaes/kg-regression.

Keywords: Knowledge-guided machine learning · Physics-guided
machine learning · Supervised regression · Tree-based methods · Neural
networks · Partial dependence plot · Hybrid modeling

1 Introduction

For the past decades, machine learning (ML) models have been developed to
tackle a variety of real-life problems, complementing/replacing model-based
(MB) approaches, which mostly remain approximations that make stringent
assumptions about the system under study. Traditional ML approaches are said
to be data-driven, i.e. their prediction model is solely built from some learning
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dataset, let it be (deep) neural networks or regression trees. While their design
comes with great expressiveness, they are likely to be subject to over-fitting with-
out enough training examples and to show a lack of robustness on unseen sam-
ples, with predictions that can be inconsistent w.r.t. domain knowledge [5,6,31].
To overcome this generalization issue, hybrid approaches have been introduced
to incorporate a priori domain knowledge within statistical models, which can
be leveraged in a multitude of ways (see [16,25,27] for reviews). The success of
these hybrid methods have been shown empirically on a range of synthetic and
real-world problems [1,7,18,31]. However, while these models have been mostly
applied to dynamical systems, they have not been thoroughly studied in the con-
text of standard regression problems. Furthermore, the majority of ML models
that have been considered in these approaches are neural networks and variants
of the latter, leaving aside other methods. Our contributions are the following:

– We investigate empirically the performance and benefits of hybrid methods
against data-driven methods on static regression problems (in opposition to
dynamical problems). The static context removes a layer of complexity related
to the temporal correlation between observed states, which makes it easier
to assess the impact and interaction between the MB and ML components.
Specifically, we focus on hybrid models that combine in an additive way a
parametric physical term with an ML term.

– We compare different approaches for training such hybrid additive models.
We highlight specific assumptions under which these approaches are expected
to work well and relate the differences in terms of prediction and parameter
recovery performance. We focus on model-agnostic approaches, where the ML
term can be of any type, and we compare tree-based methods against neural
networks. Tree-based methods have several advantages over neural networks,
which motivate their use on static regression problems: they have much less
hyperparameters to tune, appear robust to the presence of irrelevant features
and have been shown to outperform neural networks on tabular data [12].

– We introduce a new hybrid approach based on partial dependence functions,
which makes it easier to find the right balance between the MB and ML
components, makes less assumptions than other approaches, and is shown to
be competitive in our experiments.

2 Problem Statement

Let us define a regression problem, with y ∈ R and x ∈ R
d, with d ∈ N+,

drawn from a distribution p(x, y) such that y = f(x) + ε with f : R
d �→ R the

partially known generating function and ε ∼ N (0, σ2) the noise term. We focus
on problems such that f(x) can be decomposed as:

Assumption 1 (A1, Additivity)

y = fk(xk) + fa(x) + ε,
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where xk is a subset of K ≤ d input variables. We assume partial knowledge of
the generating function through some known algebraic function hθk

k (xk) ∈ Hk

with tunable parameters θk, such that for the optimal parameters θ∗
k we have

h
θ∗
k

k = fk. The residual term fa(x) is unknown and is approximated in this work
through an ML component hθa

a ∈ Ha, with parameters θa
1. The final model

h ∈ H is denoted h(x) = hθk

k (xk) + hθa
a (x), with the function space H defined

as Hk + Ha. A1 is common when MB methods and ML models are combined
[7,22,26,30].

Given a learning sample of N input-output pairs LS = {(xi, yi)}N
i=1, drawn

from p(x, y), we seek to identify a function h = hθk

k +hθa
a , i.e. parameters θk and

θa, that minimizes the following two distances:

d(h, y) = E(x,y)∼p(x,y){(h(x) − y)2}, (1)

dk(hθk

k , fk) = Exk∼p(xk){(hθk

k (xk) − fk(xk))2}. (2)

The first distance measures the standard generalization error of the global model
h. The hope is that taking hk into account will help learning a better global model
than fitting directly a pure data-driven model on y, especially in the small sample
size regime. The second distance dk measures how well the tuned hk approxi-
mates fk. The main motivation for this second objective is interpretability: one
expects that the algebraic form of hk will be derived from first principles by
domain experts, who will be interested in estimating the parameters of this
term from data. An alternative to dk is a loss that would compare the estimated
and optimal parameters θ̂k and θ∗

k (e.g., ||θ̂k − θ∗
k||2). dk however has the advan-

tage not to require θ∗
k to be fully identifiable, i.e. there can exist several sets of

parameters θ∗
k such that h

θ∗
k

k = fk. In our experiment, we will report both dk

and the relative mean absolute error on the estimated parameters.
The following approximation of (1) can be used as training objective:

d̂(h, y;LS) =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(h(xi) − yi)2. (3)

Minimizing the distance in (2) is expected to be challenging and sometimes even
ill-posed. Indeed, if ha is too powerful, it could capture f entirely and leave little
room for the estimation of fk. Finding the right balance between hk and ha is
thus very challenging, if not impossible, using only guidance of the learning sam-
ple LS. Unlike (1), (2) cannot be estimated from a sample of input-output pairs
and hence cannot be explicitly used to guide model training. There are however
several scenarios that will make the problem easier. In the following, we will
discuss the optimality of the hybrid methods under two additional assumptions:

Assumption 2 (A2, Disjoint features). Let xa be a subset of features dis-
joint from xk (xk ∩ xa = ∅). There exists a function fr

a (xa) such that fa(x) =
fr

a(xa) for all x.

1 In the following, hθk
k and hθa

a will sometimes be denoted simply as hk and ha to
lighten the notations.
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Assumption 3 (A3, Independence). Features in xk are independent from
features in xa (xk ⊥⊥ xa).

A2 makes the problem easier as fk captures all the dependence of y on xk.
In the absence of A3, it might be hard to distinguish real contributions from xk

to f from those due to correlations with features not in xk.

3 Related Work

Hybrid additive modeling methods emerged several decades ago, combining first-
principles models with different ML models. Already in the 1990’s, approaches
in [14,17,24] complemented physics-based models with neural networks, weight-
ing contributions of both components (e.g. through radial basis function net-
works), to achieve enhanced physical consistency with better generalization
properties. More recently, other works applied the same principles to model
dynamical systems in various domains, still massively relying on neural net-
works [21,22,26,30]. In a more standard regression setting, [3,32,33] combined
a linear parametric term with a tree-based ML term.

Previous works have introduced regularization of the ML term to reduce
parameter identification issues in the decomposition [13,15,28]. Further works on
this matter introduced physically-motivated constraints in the learning objective
to better control contributions of the MB/ML components [7,31]. Elements of
discussion about the well-posedness of this additive decomposition have been
introduced in previous works: [31] showed the existence and uniqueness of an
optimal pair (hk, ha) when the contributions of ha are constrained to be minimal,
and [7] demonstrated the convergence of an algorithm alternating between the
optimization of hk and the optimization of ha, without however any guarantee
about convergence points.

4 Methods

We focus on model-agnostic approaches, i.e. that can be applied with any algebraic
function hk and any type of ML model ha. For both terms, we only assume access
to training functions, respectively denoted fithk , fithk+γ , and fitha , that can esti-
mate each model parameters, respectively θk, (θk, γ) and θa, so as to minimize the
mean squared error (MSE) over LS (see below for the meaning of γ), where para-
metric methods rely on gradient descent. Pseudo-codes of methods in Sects. 4.1
and 4.2 and additional illustrations are given on the paper’s GitHub2.

4.1 Sequential Training of hk and ha

This baseline approach first fits hk on the observed output y, then fits ha on
the resulting residuals, as done in [33]. More precisely, we first train hθk

k on y by
introducing a constant term γ ∈ R, such that

(θ̂k, γ̂) = fithk+γ(LS). (4)
2 https://github.com/yannclaes/kg-regression.

https://github.com/yannclaes/kg-regression
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Our motivation for introducing the term γ will be explained below. Afterwards,
we fit ha on the output residuals: θ̂a = fitha{(xi, yi − hθ̂k

k (xi) − γ̂)}N
i=1.

Let F̂k be the set of all functions f̂k mapping xk ∈ Xk to some value y ∈ R,
i.e. F̂k = {f̂k : Xk �→ R}. Under A2 and A3, it can be shown that f̂∗

k =
arg minf̂k∈F̂k

d(f̂k, y) is such that f̂∗
k (xk) = fk(xk) + C, for every xk ∈ Xk, with

C = Exa
{fr

a(xa)} (see Appendix A). Hence, this approach is sound at least
asymptotically and justifies the introduction of γ. Note however that even under
A2 and A3, we have no guarantee that this approach produces the best estimator
for a finite sample size, as fr

a(xa) + ε acts as a pure additive noise term that
needs to be averaged out during training. The approaches described in Sects. 4.2
and 4.3 try to overcome this issue by fitting hθk

k on corrected outputs that are
expected to be closer to fk(xk). Without A2 and A3, the quality of the estimation
of fk by hθ̂k

k , according to (2), is not guaranteed as there are regression problems
satisfying A1 such that:

�γ ∈ R : arg min
f̂k∈F̂k

d(f̂k, y) = fk + γ. (5)

An example will be given in Sect. 5.2.

4.2 Alternate Training of hk and ha

A hybrid additive approach was proposed in [7] that alternates between updating
hk and updating ha, using neural networks for ha. Such alternate training was
also proposed in [3,32] with a single decision tree as ha and a linear hk. We
include this approach in our comparison, but also investigate it with random
forests [2] and tree gradient boosting [9]. θ̂k is initialized by (fully) fitting hθk

k +γ

on y. Then, we alternate between: (1) a single epoch of gradient descent on hθk

k +γ
and (2) either a single epoch for ha (in the case of neural networks, as in [7]) or
a complete fit of ha (in the case of tree-based models).

While some theoretical results are provided in [7], convergence of the alter-
nate method towards the optimal solution is not guaranteed in general. Despite
an initialization favoring hk, it is unclear whether a too expressive ha will not
dominate hk and finding the right balance between these two terms, e.g. by reg-
ularizing further ha, is challenging. Under A2 and A3 however, the population
version3 of the algorithm produces an optimal solution. Indeed, hk will be ini-
tialized as the true fk, as shown previously, making the residuals y − hk at the
first iteration, as well as ha, independent of xk. hk will thus remain unchanged
(and optimal) at subsequent iterations.

3 i.e., assuming an infinite training sample size and consistent estimators.
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4.3 Partial Dependence-Based Training of hk and ha

We propose a novel approach relying on partial dependence (PD) functions [8]
to produce a proxy dataset depending only on xk to fit hk. PD measures how a
given subset of features impact the prediction of a model, on average. Let xk be
the subset of interest and x−k its complement, with xk ∪ x−k = x, then the PD
of a function f(x) on xk is:

PD(f,xk) = Ex−k
[f(xk,x−k)] =

∫
f(xk,x−k)p(x−k)dx−k, (6)

where p(x−k) is the marginal distribution of x−k. Under A1 and A2, the PD of
f(x) = fk(xk) + fr

a(xa) is [8]:

PD(f,xk) = fk(xk) + C, with C = Exa
{fr

a(xa)}. (7)

The idea of our method is to first fit any sufficiently expressive ML model ha(x)
on LS and to compute its PD w.r.t. xk to obtain a first approximation of fk(xk)
(up to a constant). Although computing the actual PD of a function using (6)
requires in principle access to the input distribution, an approximation can be
estimated from LS as follows:

P̂D(ha,xk;LS) =
1
N

N∑

i=1

ha(xk,xi,−k), (8)

where xi,−k denotes the values of x−k in the i-th sample of LS. A new dataset
of pairs (xk, P̂D(ha,xk;LS)) can then be built to fit hk. In our experiments, we
consider only the xk values observed in the learning sample but P̂D(ha,xk;LS)
could also be estimated at other points xk to artificially increase the size of the
proxy dataset.

In practice, optimizing θk only once on the PD of ha could leave resid-
ual dependence of xk on the resulting y − hθ̂k

k (xk) − γ̂. We thus repeat the
sequence of fitting ha on the latter residuals, then fitting hk on the obtained
P̂D(hθ̂a

a ,xk;LS)+hθ̂k

k (xk)+ γ̂, with θ̂k and θ̂a the current optimized parameter
vectors (see Algorithm 1).

The main advantage of this approach over the alternate one is to avoid dom-
ination of ha over hk. Unlike the two previous approaches, this one is also sound
even if A3 is not satisfied as it is not a requirement for (7) to hold. One drawback
is that it requires ha to capture well the dependence of f on xk so that its PD
is a good approximation of fk. The hope is that even if it is not the case at the
first iteration, fitting hk, that contains the right inductive bias, will make the
estimates better and better over the iterations.

5 Experiments

We compare the different methods on several regression datasets, both simulated
and real. Performance is measured through estimates of (1) and (2) (the latter
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Algorithm 1. Partial Dependence Optimization
Input: LS = (xi, yi)

N
i=1

θ̂a ← fitha(LS)

(θ̂k, γ̂) ← fithk+γ({(xk,i, ̂PD(hθ̂a
a ,xk,i; LS))}N

i=1)
for n = 1 to Nrepeats do

θ̂a ← fitha({(xi, yi − h
θ̂k
k (xk,i) − γ̂)}N

i=1)

(θ̂k, γ̂) ← fithk+γ({(xk,i, h
θ̂k
k (xk,i) + γ̂ + ̂PD(hθ̂a

a ,xk,i; LS))}N
i=1)

end for
θ̂a ← fitha({(xi, yi − hθ̂k

k (xk,i) − γ̂)}N
i=1)

only on simulated problems) on a test set TS, respectively denoted d̂(h, y;TS)
and d̂k(hθk

k , fk;TS). In some cases, we also report rMAE(θ∗
k, θk), the relative

mean absolute error between θ∗
k and θk (lower is better for all measures). For

the hybrid approaches, we use as ha either a multilayer perceptron (MLP), gra-
dient boosting with decision trees (GB) or random forests (RF). We compare
these hybrid models to a standard data-driven model that uses only ha. We also
compare fitting ha with and without input filtering, i.e. respectively removing
or keeping xk from its inputs, to verify convergence claims about hk in Sect. 4.2.
Architectures (e.g. for MLP, the number of layers and neurons) are kept fixed
across training methods to allow a fair comparison between them, and are given
in Appendix B. We use early stopping of gradient descent training by monitoring
the loss on a validation set (except for pure tree-based models, which are trained
in the standard way, hence not using gradient descent).

5.1 Friedman Problem (A2 and A3 Satisfied)

We consider the following synthetic regression problem:

y = θ0 sin(θ1x0x1) + θ2(x2 − θ3)2 + θ4x3 + θ5x4 + ε,

where xj ∼ U(0, 1), j = 0, . . . 9, and ε ∼ N (0, 1) [10]. We generate 10 different
datasets using 10 different sets of values for θ0, . . . , θ5, each with 300, 300 and
600 samples for respectively the training, validation and test sets. For the hybrid
approaches, we use the first term as prior knowledge, i.e. fk(xk) = θ0 sin(θ1x0x1).

We see in Table 1 that all hybrid training schemes outperform their data-
driven counterpart. They come very close to the ideal fk → ha method, and
sometimes even slightly better, probably due to chance. Sequential fitting of hk

and ha performs as well as the alternate or PD-based approaches, as A2 and A3
are satisfied for this problem (see Sect. 4.1). Filtering generally improves the per-
formance of hybrid schemes as A2 is verified. PD-based optimization yields good
approximations of fk (as shown by a low d̂k). The alternate approach follows
closely whereas the sequential one ends up last, which can be expected as fitting
hk only on y induces a higher noise level centered around Exa

{fa(xa)}, while
the other approaches benefit from reduced perturbations through ha estimation,
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Table 1. Results on the Friedman problem. We report the mean and standard deviation
of d̂ and d̂k over the 10 test sets (TS). “fk → ha” fits ha on y − fk(xk). “Unfiltered”
indicates that all the features are used as inputs of ha, while “Filtered” indicates that
the features xk are removed from the inputs of ha.

Method
d̂(h, y; TS) d̂k(h

θk
k , fk; TS)

Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered Filtered

MLP

fk → ha 1.58 ± 0.33 1.23 ± 0.10 –

Sequential 1.54 ± 0.31 1.43 ± 0.13 0.18 ± 0.16

Alternate 1.43 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.09 0.10 ± 0.09 0.02 ± 0.02

PD-based 1.54 ± 0.12 1.38 ± 0.09 0.06 ± 0.07

ha only 2.62 ± 0.75 –

GB

fk → ha 1.73 ± 0.09 1.75 ± 0.12 –

Sequential 1.74 ± 0.11 1.81 ± 0.14 0.18 ± 0.16

Alternate 1.79 ± 0.11 1.78 ± 0.15 0.91 ± 1.45 0.06 ± 0.06

PD-based 1.77 ± 0.13 1.78 ± 0.12 0.03 ± 0.02

ha only 3.43 ± 0.94 –

RF

fk → ha 2.03 ± 0.18 1.96 ± 0.17 –

Sequential 2.11 ± 0.23 2.05 ± 0.24 0.18 ± 0.16

Alternate 2.03 ± 0.19 1.98 ± 0.17 0.04 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.04

PD-based 2.16 ± 0.27 2.09 ± 0.26 0.16 ± 0.15

ha only 5.58 ± 1.91 –

as explained in Sect. 4.1. Filtering vastly decreases d̂k for alternate approaches,
supporting claims introduced in Sect. 4.2, while this measure remains unimpaired
for sequential and PD-based training by construction.

5.2 Correlated Input Features (A3 Not Satisfied)

Correlated Linear Model. Let y = β0x0 + β1x1 + ε, with β0 = −0.5, β1 = 1,x ∼
N (0, Σ), and ε ∼ N (0.52, 1). We generate 50, 50 and 600 samples respectively
for the training, validation and test sets. We use as known term fk(xk) = β0x0.
Regressing y on x0 yields the least-squares solution [11]:

E

[
β̂0

]
= β0 +

cov(x0, x1)
var(x0)

β1. (9)

We set cov(x0, x1) = 2.25 and var(x0) = 2 so that (9) reverses the sign of β0 and
(5) is satisfied. The sequential approach should hence yield parameter estimates
of β0 close to (9) while we expect the others to correct for this bias.

From Table 2, we observe that, contrary to the PD-based approach, the
sequential and alternate methods return very bad estimations of β0, as A3 is
no longer verified. Filtering corrects the bias for the alternate approach but
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Table 2. Results for the correlated linear problem. We report d̂ and rMAE(β∗
0 , β̂0),

over 10 different datasets.

Method
d̂(h, y; TS) rMAE(β∗

0 , β̂0)

Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered Filtered

MLP

Sequential 0.30 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.09 224.14 ± 13.48

Alternate 0.30 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.04 186.65 ± 21.31 15.53 ± 13.57

PD-based 0.30 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.02 26.47 ± 17.32

GB

Sequential 0.59 ± 0.06 1.38 ± 0.11 224.14 ± 13.48

Alternate 0.57 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.09 148.75 ± 67.35 24.58 ± 12.20

PD-based 0.56 ± 0.05 0.64 ± 0.13 36.05 ± 17.50

RF

Sequential 0.53 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.07 224.14 ± 13.48

Alternate 0.43 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04 111.04 ± 52.78 45.38 ± 22.39

PD-based 0.41 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.04 57.47 ± 15.55

degrades the MSE performance for the sequential method as it removes the
ability to compensate for the hk misfit.

Correlated Friedman Problem. The structure is identical to the one in Sect. 5.1
but with correlated inputs drawn from a multivariate normal distribution where
μi = 0.5 and var(xi) = 0.75,∀i, and cov(xi, xj) = ±0.3,∀i �= j (the covariance
sign being chosen randomly). Sizes of the training, validation and test sets are
identical to those of Sect. 5.1. Inputs are then scaled to be roughly in [−1, 1].
Here again, we use fk(xk) = θ0 sin(θ1x0x1).

As in Sect. 5.1, Table 3 shows that hybrid models outperform their data-
driven equivalents. PD-based methods usually yield more robust hk estimations
in the general unfiltered case, but struggle to line up with the alternate scheme
in terms of predictive performance, except for GB-related models. For RF, this
can be explained by a worse hk estimation while for MLP we assume that it
is due to ha overfitting: in the alternate approach, it is optimized one epoch
at a time, interleaved with one step on hk, whereas that of PD-based meth-
ods is fully optimized (with identical complexities). Sequential and alternate
approaches undergo stronger hk misparameterization without filtering since A3
is not met, but the latter mitigates this w.r.t. the former, as was already observed
in Sect. 5.1. Input filtering degrades predictive performance for the sequential
methods as they cannot counterbalance a poor hk.

5.3 Overlapping Additive Structure (A2 and A3 Not Satisfied)

Let y = βx2
0+sin(γx0)+δx1+ε with ε ∼ N (0, 0.52), β = 0.2, γ = 1.5, δ = 1 and x

sampled as in the correlated linear problem. We generate 50, 50 and 600 samples
respectively for the training, validation and test sets. We define fk(xk) = βx2

0

and fa(x) = sin(γx0) + δx1 + ε. Hence, A2 and A3 do not hold. Even with
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Table 3. Results for the correlated Friedman problem.

Method
d̂(h, y; TS) d̂k(h

θk
k , fk; TS)

Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered Filtered

MLP

fk → ha 1.64 ± 0.23 1.51 ± 0.17 –

Sequential 2.07 ± 0.40 2.68 ± 1.38 1.35 ± 1.42

Alternate 1.95 ± 0.33 1.62 ± 0.24 0.49 ± 0.44 0.14 ± 0.19

PD-based 2.24 ± 0.31 1.78 ± 0.30 0.17 ± 0.23

ha only 2.77 ± 0.73 –

GB

fk → ha 2.58 ± 0.45 2.53 ± 0.44 –

Sequential 2.90 ± 0.39 3.91 ± 1.49 1.35 ± 1.42

Alternating 2.67 ± 0.38 2.62 ± 0.43 0.51 ± 0.53 0.22 ± 0.25

PD-based 2.54 ± 0.35 2.47 ± 0.36 0.03 ± 0.02

ha only 4.49 ± 0.66 –

RF

fk → ha 3.02 ± 0.45 2.93 ± 0.45 –

Sequential 3.78 ± 0.78 4.04 ± 1.30 1.35 ± 1.42

Alternating 3.06 ± 0.39 2.99 ± 0.38 0.14 ± 0.16 0.15 ± 0.18

PD-based 3.24 ± 0.38 3.16 ± 0.37 0.27 ± 0.20

ha only 6.70 ± 1.47 –

β̂ = β∗, ha still needs to compensate for sin(γx0). Filtering is thus expected to
degrade performance for all hybrid approaches as ha(x1) will never compensate
this gap, which is observed in Table 4. Results for RF are not shown for the sake
of space, but are similar to GB.

Table 4. Results for the overlapping problem.

Method

d̂(h, y; TS) d̂(h, y; TS)

Unfiltered Filtered Unfiltered Filtered

MLP GB

fk → ha 0.35 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.04 0.51 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.12

Sequential 0.35 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.05 0.55 ± 0.07 1.07 ± 0.11

Alternate 0.35 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.05 0.54 ± 0.09 1.01 ± 0.11

PD-based 0.34 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.12

ha only 0.37 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.07

5.4 Real Regression Problems

We now apply all methods on two real-world static datasets. As algebraic term
hk, we chose to use a linear prior on xk, where xk is the feature with the highest
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importance score in a RF model trained on the full dataset (assumed to be inac-
cessible at training time). As there is no guarantee that any of our assumptions
are met (and in particular A1), we do not measure the distance dk in (2) as it
is deemed irrelevant.

We consider two settings for each dataset, inspired by [33]. In the first setting
(INT), the training and test sets are sampled from the same distribution p(x, y)
whereas the second one (EXT) evaluates extrapolation performance for samples
with unseen target values. If the linear prior is a reasonable assumption or, at
the very least, the target increases or decreases monotonically with xk, then we
can expect hybrid methods to yield better results in the latter setting. In the
INT setting for each dataset, we randomly select 100 samples for the learning
set, 100 samples for the validation set and keep the rest as test set. For the
EXT setting, we select the samples (one fourth of the dataset) with the lowest
output values as test set. From the remaining samples, we randomly select 100
samples for the learning set and 100 samples for the validation set. For both INT
and EXT settings, performance metrics are averaged over 10 different splits. We
standardize both input and output variables.

The features for both datasets are described in Table 5. The Combined Cycle
Power Plant (CCPP) dataset [23] collects 9,568 measurements of net hourly
electrical energy output for a combined cycle power plant, along with four hourly
average input variables. The Concrete Compressive Strength (CCS) dataset [29]
is composed of 1,030 samples relating amounts of concrete components with
the resulting compressive strength. As done in [33], we introduce a new feature
corresponding to the cement-to-water ratio.

Table 5. Variables used for the real-world datasets. For each dataset, the variable
indicated in bold type is the one used in the linear prior (xk).

Dataset Name Description

CCPP T Ambient temperature [◦C]

AP Ambient pressure [mbar]

RH Relative humidity [-]

V Exhaust vacuum [cmHg]

CCS Cement Amount of cement in the mixture [kg/m3]

Blast Furnace Slag Amount of blast furnace slag in the mixture [kg/m3]

Fly Ash Amount of fly ash in the mixture [kg/m3]

Water Amount of water in the mixture [kg/m3]

Superplasticizer Amount of superplasticizer in the mixture [kg/m3]

Coarse Aggregate Amount of coarse aggregate in the mixture [kg/m3]

Fine Aggregate Amount of fine aggregate in the mixture [kg/m3]

Age Day (1–365)

Cement/Water Cement to water ratio [-]
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Table 6. Results for the real-world datasets. We report the mean and standard devi-
ation of d̂ over the test sets.

Method
CCPP CCS

INT EXT INT EXT

MLP

Sequential 0.07 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.13 0.25 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.24

Alternating 0.07 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.10 0.24 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.36

PD-based 0.07 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.03 0.38 ± 0.04

ha only 0.07 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.21 0.25 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.30

GB

Sequential 0.08 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.24

Alternating 0.08 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.28

PD-based 0.08 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.02 0.31 ± 0.06

ha only 0.10 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.18 0.25 ± 0.02 1.54 ± 0.28

RF

Sequential 0.07 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.07 0.20 ± 0.02 1.06 ± 0.31

Alternating 0.07 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.12 0.20 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.32

PD-based 0.07 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.08

ha only 0.08 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.19 0.25 ± 0.02 1.89 ± 0.39

From Table 6, it seems that introducing a linear prior does not yield any
benefit in the interpolation setting, as all models perform equally well, which
suggests that either the prior is not adequate or that A1 is not verified. In
the extrapolation scenario, we can however observe that the linear prior allows
to mitigate the impact of moving out of the distribution compared to data-
driven models. Indeed, compared to the INT setting, the performance of all
purely data-driven methods degrades in the EXT scenario, especially for GB
and RF as their output predictions are bounded by the minimum target value
observed in the training set. PD-based hybrid methods consistently outperform
other hybrid approaches and are only slightly impacted, while sequential and
alternating methods attain similar results.

6 Conclusion

We study several hybrid methods on supervised regression problems modeled
in an additive way, using neural network models and tree-based approaches. We
empirically show that trends observed for neural networks also apply for the non-
parametric tree-based approaches, in terms of predictive performance as well as
in the estimation of the algebraic known function. We introduce claims related to
the convergence of these hybrid approaches, under mild assumptions, and verify
their soundness on illustrative experiments. We present a new hybrid approach
leveraging partial dependence and show its competitiveness against sequential
and alternate optimization schemes on both synthetic and real-world problems.
We highlight its benefits in estimating the parametric prior and show that it
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alleviates both the risk of the ML term to dominate the known term and the
need for assuming independent input features sets.

As a more general conclusion, hybrid methods are shown in our experiments
to improve predictive performance with respect to ML-only models, although not
always very significantly. The main benefit of the alternate and PD-based meth-
ods over the simple sequential approach is that they provide better estimators of
the physical term, especially when filtering can be applied. Why this advantage
does not always translate into better overall predictive performance remains to
be analyzed as future work. We also plan to investigate further the theoretical
properties of the PD-based approach and extend it to dynamical problems.

A Optimal Model Under A2 and A3

Let us recall the regression problem, where y ∈ R can be decomposed into the
addition of two independent terms:

y = fk(xk) + fr
a(xa) + ε, ε ∼ N (0, σ2), xk ∪ xa = x,xk ∩ xa = ∅,xk ⊥⊥ xa.

For clarity, let us denote by Ex the subsequent expectations over the input space
Ex∼p(x) {·}. We have:

f̂∗
k = arg min

f̂k∈F̂k

d(f̂k, y) = arg min
f̂k∈F̂k

Ex,ε

{(
f̂k(xk) − fk(xk) − fr

a(xa) − ε
)2

}

= arg min
f̂k∈F̂k

Exk

{
(f̂k(xk) − fk(xk))2

}
+ Exa,ε

{
(fr

a (xa) + ε)2
}

− Ex,ε

{
2(f̂k(xk) − fk(xk))(fr

a (xa) + ε)
}

.

The second term is independent w.r.t. f̂k and thus has no impact on the mini-
mization. Moreover, since xk ⊥⊥ xa, the last term writes as the product of two
expectations, one of which is constant w.r.t. f̂k. We thus have:

f̂∗
k = arg min

f̂k∈F̂k

Exk

{
(f̂k(xk) − fk(xk))2

}
− 2CExk

{
(f̂k(xk) − fk(xk))

}
, (10)

with C = Exa,ε {(fr
a(xa) + ε)} = Exa

{fr
a(xa)}. Cancelling the derivative of (10)

w.r.t. f̂k, we obtain the optimal model f̂∗
k (xk) = fk(xk) + C, for every xk ∈ Xk.

B Model Architectures

Model hyperparameters are reported in Table 7. We used PyTorch [19] for MLP,
scikit-learn [20] for RF and xgboost [4] for GB. Unspecified parameters keep
their default values. Learning rates for training hk and MLP are set to 0.005. H
is the number of hidden layers in MLP and W the number of neurons per hidden
layer. T is the number of trees in GB and RF, d the maximum tree depth and
mss the minimum number of samples required to split an internal tree node.
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Table 7. Model hyperparameters, for each experiment.

Problem MLP GB RF

(Correlated) Friedman H = 2, W = 15 T = 700, d = 2 T = 500, mss = 5

Linear & Overlap H = 2, W = 10 T = 400, d = 2 T = 500, mss = 5

Real-world problems H = 2, W = 30 T = 300, d = 2 T = 200, mss = 5
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